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Abstract 
Information Communication Technologies (ICT) has offered m-government applications as an in-
termediate technology to provide effective and efficient government services to the public. Due to 
high rate of corruptions in developing states, government policies diversified governmental ser-
vices from offline to virtualized perspective to expose accessibility, transparency, accountability 
and accessibility through mobile government. Deployment of such ICT tool also exposed a unique 
opportunity for the recovery of the public confidence against government which has damaged due 
to corruption activities in country. Virtualization of the government services became compulsory 
due to high rate of corruption that occurred in the economic context and it became a serious ob-
stacle for economic development of developing states. The virtualized services aimed to harmon-
ize governmental services into mobile platform in order to become more transparent to the public. 
This research paper comparatively investigates the mobile government services that are located 
in Malta and Singapore which are classified as developing countries. The criteria of the compari-
son have done based on demographic structure of the country, M-government policies and ICT in-
frastructure of the country. The findings of this study exposed the impact of e-government prac-
tices and differences between them in terms of applicability and provide a specific point of view 
for m-government adoption policy. 
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1. Introduction 
Nowadays, mobile government applications developed to provide service to citizens of developed and develop-
ing countries more efficiently, effectively and quickly. E-government applications of information and commu-
nication technologies in a guided way to mobilize the services offered to the citizens are the simplest definition 
of the mobile government. The spread usage of mobile services forced new transition of e-government services 
inevitably to mobility [1]-[4]. In today’s world that globalizing, science and technology more accelerated day by 
day, ICT is now being leverage for other sectors ceased to be a branch of technology [3]-[5]. Basic ICT infra-
structure of developing states countries such as Singapore and Malta are investigated to expose current state of 
mobile government in Malta, its effectiveness and efficiency, usage and assess the overall mobile government 
strategy. ICT is one of the indispensable elements of life in economic and social life. Variety of country uses 
ICT in the public sector more consistently, tended to structure offering cheap and accurate services where this 
structure is defined as e-government. Most important in the country’s service sector is among the reasons for the 
importance of mobile research and development had given the state administration, the country’s population 
density varies in importance given to the technology of the population and by the country of service. In this 
article, the mobile application of the two island nations government, unlike other countries, to draw attention to 
the importance it attaches to research and development has been requested. As little more than the population of 
the Maltese government had to the need for research and development of the Maltese island country wants to 
develop the smart vision and need for appropriate research and development of the later start of the state of the 
mobile government applications development within singapore government has taken care to provide more 
slowly by the Maltese government and development. Using technological possibilities of access to ICT and pub-
lic services citizens in this way to get more efficient and higher quality services indicate a need beyond necessity. 
ICT are closer to the state government to ensure citizens facilitate knowledge management [6]-[8]. Today the 
development of smart phones is leaded the possibility of access to these services 24/7 through M-government 
concept. Through the streamlined infrastructure used by M-government structure, E-government services pro-
vide anytime access of citizens. In order to create specific attention and desire on m-government, mobile appli-
cations are crucially important. To expose a state of m-government applications and the interest-awareness of 
the citizens, fast, flexible and evolving mobile applications compatible with country’s internet and mobile com- 
munication infrastructure is compulsory. The research also highlights the state of the m-government resources 
that these countries have and devoted to provide m-government services in country. 

ICT is one of the indispensable elements of life in economic and social life. World using ICT in the public 
sector more consistent, tended to structure offering cheap and accurate service. This structure is defined as e- 
government. Using technological possibilities of access to ICT and public services citizens in this way to get 
more efficient and higher quality services indicate a need beyond necessity. ICT are closer to the state govern-
ment to ensure citizens facilitate knowledge management [8]-[10]. Today has led the development of smart 
phones and the people that develop quickly turned to the state and to turn to smartphone applications to access 
tivity in terms of sectors. M-government, e-government anytime access of citizens created using streamlined in-
frastructure has to be provided. To develop a state of m-government applications and the interest in it to the cit-
izens to make continuous mobile application and the information is easy to develop applications, to be fast and 
flexible, evolving according to the country’s internet and mobile communication infrastructure. The amount of 
the state of the resources they devote to providing the importance of m-government applications development. 

2. ICT in Developing States 
Information Communication Technologies (ICT), which combines computer and communication technologies, 
information constituting any kind of printed and written information that is accessible by others and visual tools 
[11]. The vital importance of ICT is to make people’s life easier through technological innovations. ICT industry 
evolved variety of techniques in terms of closing the gap between developing countries and developed countries 
[12] [13]. ICT is used with the aims towards developing state of the social and economic objectives and can be 
used as the key to achieve of the state strategy goals. Developing states are able to implement ICT to the most of 
sectors such as governance, business and education. In order to achieve such goal, country communication in-
frastructure must be developed and ready to adopt ICT innovations which are quite difficult for developing re-
gions in the world.  
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3. M-Government 
E-Government: Using the state’s duty is to fulfill against citizens and services with citizens, state that the duties 
and responsibilities of the electronic communications and computing environments in a continuous and safe ex-
ecution of the M state experienced in the real-life state for more efficient operation of e-government in terms of 
accessibility wireless internet infrastructure mobile applications are moving to laptops [14] [15]. The develop-
ment of service models is shown on the Figure 1 below. 

Mobile government is a state of providing all e-government services to public through mobile environment 
with the advantage of the mobile technology. The rapid changes in technological innovations and impact of the 
Internet forced e-government state to be changed and spread into mobile environment [17]. 

The successful adoption of the Mobile Government is possible through designing an M-government applica-
tions to have an easy access, functional and non-complex interface for the citizens. The digital government 
strategy is also defined by US and basic conceptual model is designed by considering different principles [17]- 
[19]. While designing of mobile government applications, it must be user-centered design and ubiquitous, effi-
cient, transparent and innovative.  

3.1. M-Government in Developing States 
The spread of ICT all around the world lead many opportunities and practical solutions to improve the utiliza-
tion of resources in developing states. As a result of technological innovations on public services and quality, the 
cost of services significantly decreased.  

Governments have proposed e-government services in mobile platforms after exposing the demand of mobil-
ity and necessity of dissemination in e-services in countrywide. Applications derived from e-government in mo-
bile platform have also been supporter for government services where an application illustrates the importance 
of ease of use and anytime access. Developing countries needs to mobile government. Governments enable 
country’s citizens to engage with an increasingly mobile workforce to access high-quality mobile government 
services at anywhere, anytime and on any device [20]-[22]. Today, e-government services provide information 
related with technology, public safety, health, accommodation and emergency.  

3.2. M-Government Policies  
Government must be able to provide uninterrupted information services to public with quality and provide sus-
tainable information participation of citizen’s with engagement of mobile government applications. Mobile  
 

 
Figure 1. Development of service concepts [16]. 
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devices allow users to conduct convenient operation and 24 hours effectively-sustainable information sharing 
through e-government applications. Today, citizen monitoring applications and services used by national gov-
ernment to facilitate the collection of statistics and operations of the state, public services and information about 
the public. Additionally, Mobile Applications used to track of citizens tax payments and legal transactions re-
sulting in the reduction of transaction of paper [23]. 

4. M-Government in Malta (Institutions, Development and Strategies) 
A Malta has started Mobile government applications and virtualization from 2002 to the applications they are 
developing, especially since citizen-centered paradigm and in line with the mission. 

The small population of the Maltese government, Information and resources that it allocates the correct and 
effective use of informatics and communication technologies has led to rapid progress in Communication Tech-
nology [24]. Malta Ministry of Information Technologies in 2004 identified 13 strategic goals made and pub-
lished. This strategy covers the current period as well as branding strategy Intelligent Island in 2008-2010 (The 
Smart Island strategy), as a result of Malta’s strategy was done in previous years occurred.  

Government and including the industrial action Informatics of the new generation in this package and Com-
munication Technology infrastructure and development, intelligent workforce development, a better life using 
information and communications technologies for the quality, improve public services and to facilitate the man-
agement is of the e-commerce development objectives [24] [25]. In 2000, only 28% of the Maltese Maltese citi-
zens are using a telephone but in 2007, this rate was 86.6% and in 2013, 137.18% out on the general population 
of mobile subscriptions Figure 2. PCI in 2007 by the NSO and MIIT Malta are given statistics of the Internet 
and mobile use [14]. 

Figure 3 gives the statistics of mobile strategy of the Maltese government (Malta Ministry for Investment, 
Industry and Information Technology, 2008).  
 

 
Figure 2. PCI in 2007 by the NSO. 

 

 
Figure 3. Number of MGOV strategies for SD (Sustainable Development) dimensions—Malta. 
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According to the statistics of the Maltese government enterprise (72) follow immediately after the economy is 
mainly a strategy (69) and social development (43) seems to give importance [24]-[27]. 

Figure 3 shows the strategy of Malta’s individual mobile state sustainable development goals. In turn, the 
development in the Maltese national Information and Communication Technology: corporate through corporate 
development, services and applications, Innovation Systems and Infrastructure sizes, social development and 
innovation system, Figure 4. The Figure 5 is an illustration of the tabulated data [28]. 

Support received from external sources of Malta, the advantage of the small population, it is seen that the 
source of accurate time and because the site in place using importance is given to the ICT infrastructure and 
mobile state of development of the state policy today an important place in the mobile state of Malta. 
 

 
Figure 4. Contribution of MGOV dimensions to SD dimensions—Malta. 
 

 
Figure 5. Detailed contribution of MGOV dimensions to SD dimensions—Malta. 
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M-Government in Singapore (Institutions & Development & Strategies) 
Singapore government’s Intelligent Nation 2015 (İn 2015) ICT strategy, m-government strategy has been 
created in 2005 under the leadership of the Singapore Infocomm Development Agency (IDA) in accordance 
with the source of their own [29]-[32]. Singapore government in 1980, The National Computerization between 
1980-2000 which began as Plan Civil Service Computerization the Programme, to be equivalent to the devel-
opment of technology and other states has led the strategy of e-government, respectively 2000-2003 e-Government 
Action Plan 2003-2006 e Government Action Plan 2, 2006-2015 (İn 2015) has planned iGov2010.  

E-Government to integrated Government (iGov) strategy aims to; Increasing Reach & Richness of e-Services, 
Increasing Citizens’ Mindshare in e-Engagement, Enhancing Capacity & Synergy in Government, Enhancing 
National Competitive Advantage. Increasing Reach and richness of e-Services, m-government where the strate-
gy hosting, Infocomm Development Authority of Singapore (IDA) is used by more than 300 mobile applications 
as active, to be reliable and useful by Singapore citizens has led to its receiving positive feedbacks [33]-[37]. 
Figure 5 represents ICT strategies in the Singapore in 2015 [38]-[40]. 

According to statistics Singapore government provided by most of the development strategies (27), then has 
allocated respectively ,social and institutional development, (14) and other development goals(11) [41] [42]. 

Figure 6 shows that Singapore’s sustainable development objectives of individual mobile government strate-
gy.  

According to priority, Singapore İn 2015 ICT Strategy development: economic development through particu-
lar institutions, Innovative systems and infrastructure dimensions, Innovation systems, services and applications 
with dimensions of social and institutional development, multiple development Another strategy (multiple de-
velopment) mostly with the aim to advance their goals belongs to the infrastructure and innovation system. The 
Figure 8 is a tabular representation of the data shown in Figure 7 [43]. 

The MGOV dimensions presents a consolidated pool of MGOV strategies according to the four dimensions of 
the MGOV framework; Institutions, Innovation System, Infrastructure and Services and Applications [44][45]. 
The SD Dimensions defined as “Development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the 
ability of future generations to meet their own needs.”  

Singapore state e-government and m-government gives rise to slower progress because of Less of the out-
sourcing of the Singapore government is more than the population, and the recycling (feedback) to be healthy, 
resource allocation to as the state’s need for ICT and infrastructure. 

5. Conclusions 
In conclusion, this study’s findings show that e-government to m-government is inevitable. ICT is no longer a 
branch of technology sees leverage for all sectors. The small island developing States, Malta and Singapore mo-
bile government between were compared with how efficient and effective use and as a result. 

Malta began to mobile government application development in 2002. The small population has become easier 
to get feedback. We also have a strong external sources of Malta, the large budget allocation to the mobile state 
in terms of internal resources and Malta can be said referring to the support received from the European Union 
that, Malta has used although a small island country mobile government applications effectively and efficiently. 
 

 
Figure 6. Number of MGOV strategies for SD dimensions-Singapore. 
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Figure 7. Contribution of MGOV dimensions to SD dimensions—Singapore. 
 

 
Figure 8. Detailed contribution of MGOV dimensions to SD dimensions—Singapore. 
 

The Singapore government has begun in 1980 to develop mobile applications acted under separate plans each 
year until 2005. But in 2005, it acted according to plan named Infocomm which was the 10-year plan valid until 
2015. Singapore’s not too much government budget allocation to the mobile application from its internal budget , 
less external sources, causes of not too much developing in mobile government. In addition to making any con-
scious attempt to make it difficult to get feedback because of crowded population of the population is among the 
reasons why more states develop mobile applications. 
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